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Int roductlon 

An archaeological oval"..?*; ion of the South End site was undertaken over a 
period of six weeks in October and November The sOe, which covers 
3.6 acres, was formerly v>sed as a timber yard and is now the subject of 
proposals for residential development. Access to the site, and funding for 
excavations, was made available by Anglia Property Investments Ltd. The aim 
of the evaluation was to gain a rapid indication of the location, depth , 
thickness and likely content of archaeological deposits beneath the site. 
The opportunity to carry out an evaluation prior to the commencement of 
construction work was designed to ensure that the extent of any deposits of 
archaeological sign'i f ieance ccuId be identified and incorporated into the 
site brief at an early stage in. the development programme. 

Historical Background 

A timber yard was established at South End in the 1860s. This yard appears 
to have ori g i n a 1 J. y occmpi e d on 1 y the front port!on of the. site, front ing 
onto South End, however, by the turn of the century the yard had Increased 
in area to occupy the '.-.'hole of t fve present sjhe. Thr-. Ordnance Survey Map 
of 1867 shows a timber yard opening onto South Rndr with fields and 
orchards behind. 

Some indi cat io n of t h e earlier p o s t - med i e v a 1 use of the site is given b y 
Robert Hall's plan of Boston dated !741 F̂f-g. i V- This plan shows much of 
the area ^s or chard.s and open fields, with some binldinjrs lining Sk.lrbock 
Road, to the south. Pislvey Thompson's 'The History and Antiques of Boston', 
(1856 Edition) describes a large house, Hussey Hall, as standing here and 
records that whilst Ijttle is known of the Hall, or of it's gradual 
dilapidation, a .large, house , which was perhaps the same, was demolished 
c. 1780 <Fig. Another building, which had been used as a sack 
manufactory is known to have stood on the south side of the site, near 
Skirbeck Road, and was demolished in the early years of the 19th century. 

Evaluation Strategy 

The principal reasons for suspecting that stratified late medieval deposits 
might be encountered were as follows: 

I. The proximity of the site to Hussey tower 

Hussey tower, a brick built tower house dating from c. 1450, is situated on 
the eastern boundary of the timber yard. Though it has had a somewhat 
chequered history the tower, which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, still 
r e t ai n s all four wai Is to near f u II. height. It is, arguably, o n e o f t• h e 
most important medieval, monuments in the Borough of Boston. There is 
documentary evidence to suggest that the tov;er was or igi nal Ly surrounded by 
a number of ancillary buildings Including stables, a brew house, a malt 
house and a gate house. The remains of some of these buildings, which were 
presumably in a state of dereliction, were demolished by Boston Town 
Corporation in 1725 and the various building materials were carted away and 
sold, in 1728 lead and timber, perhaps the roof of the tower itself, was 
taken away for the Corporation's own 'use. The tower was Hie subject of much 







antiquarian curiosity in the post-medievaj period, and is depicted in 
several 1.8 th and .19th century walercolours and prints, (.Figs. 3 & 4). 

2. The Bardltch crosses the site 

Hall's map of 1741 shows the course of the Bardltch as crossing the site. 
This large ditch, which was originally dug in the 12th century, served 
partly as a boundary to t:he eastern edge of the medieval town and partly as 
a drain/open sewer. In ' he early post-medieval period many of the townsfolk 
regarded the fill of the ditch as unpleasant and some individuals made an 
effort to enclose the channel within a stone or brick conduit. Over the 
last thirty years short sections of the Barditch have been breached at 
several points around the town and have often been found to contain a well 
preserved selection of medieval and post-medieval leather, wood, textiles 
and domestic waste. 

3. The site may encroach upon the precinct of an August inian friary 

The exact location of this friary is uncertain, however, historical 
research by Gillian Harden in 1978 suggested that, it might, lie within the 
circuit of the Barditch , perhaps adjacent to the, Franciscan friary. 
Evidence of the Franciscan friary , including several burials, has been 
found beneath Boston Grammar School,which occupies land to the north of the 
site. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to suppose that the August in tan 
friary may have fronted onto South End, on land between the northern 
boundary of the timber yard, and Skirbeck Road. 

4. The possibility of medieval wharfs and riverside structures' 

Much of the evident success of medieval Boston was founded upon it's role 
as a port.. Tradition cl-lims that the Han's a steelyard may have been located 
In the South End/Skir bec-k area of the town and this might indicate the 
presence of a well appointed house or hall, a warehouse and a quay. 

Archaeological Methods 

Time constraints meant that in all trenches it was decided to remove modern 
layers, i. e. 19th and 20t,h century, by using a a mechanical excavator. In 
general the excavator proceeded to a depth where structural features could 
be seen or else where stratified deposits containing late medieval finds 
were encountered. Where possible all discernible archaeological features 
were excavated by hand -ind were drawn photographed and recorded using 
notebooks and pro forma recording sheets. Ail major trench sections were 
drawn and a selection are presented in this report. The "photographs, plan's 
and additional archive material is deposited in the premises of the Trust 
for Lincolnshire Archaeology, 28, Boston Road, 
Sleaford, NG34 7EZ.. 



Summary of Results (Fig. 5) 

Trench I - this was placed close t-o the base of Hussey tower. It was 
thought that stratigraphy associated with the use and abandonment of the 
tower might be encountered. An area of c. 6m x 7m was opened and overburden 
was machined off to 3 depth of c. 0. 7m . A .smaller trench of c. 2m x 3m was 
then set out in the centre of this area siid excavated by hand for a further 
depth of 1.7m, Evidence for a stone surface, perhaps contemporary with the 
tower, was found at a depth of c. 0. 7m . Beneath this surface various silt 
deposits were found suggesting periods of sea flooding. Finally, at a depth 
of c. 2m the remains of a large ditch or tidal creek were encountered, this 
contained several well preserved finds and would appear to have silted up 
or been backfilled by the late 13th or early 14th century. 

Trench 2 - measured c. 5m x 5m and was located close to Skirbeck Road. In 

this instance it was thought that it might be possible to examine traces of 

buildings fronting onto the road. In particular, it was hoped that evidence 

relating to Hussey Hail might be found. After the machine removed the 

overburden a smaller area of c. 2m x 3m was excavated by hand- The remains 

of at least three phases of brick footings were examined,; all probably 

dating to the 1.8th century, or slightly earlier. Beneath this the ground 

showed evidence o f having been levelled up, and some indications of it"' s 

former marshy condition were noted. 

Trench 3 - located in the north-east corner of the site, close to Boston 

Grammar Scho.ol. The trench dimensions measured c. 6rn x bm and the area was 

excavated almost entirely by machine. This trench failed to recover any 

trace of the possib3.e Franciscan friary cemetery, which was disturbed when 

the school sports hal 1 was constructed nearby. 

Trench 4 - was positioned so as to intersect the course of the Barditch. 

The mechanical excavator took, a narrow exploratory cutting across the 

centre of the site at right angles to the suspected course of the ditch. A 

brick conduit was successfully located and a small area of c. 4m x 5m was 

opened-up around it, so that a detailed examination could be made. 

Unfortunately, the conduit was probably only inserted in the last 130 

years, and evidence ot medieval stratigraphy surrounding the channel was 

almost completely destroyed at that time. 

Trench 5 - a narrow trench measuring c. 3m x 4m. was excavated on the South 

End Street frontage. This was close, to the present course of the Witham 

and promised to uncover evidence of earlier waterfront arrangements, as 

well as possibly striking upon remains of the elusive Augustinian friary. 

No traces; of any substantial medieval structures were found in the small 

area investigated, however, traces of an intriguing- pit, or ditch, 

containing 14th century pottery were found at a depth of c.l.3m from 

present ground level. 
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Detailed Results: 

Trench I 

CFlg 6 .south facing section, lower part only) 

The upper levels of this trench were capped with up to 0. 5m of hardcore and 
rubble associated with modern levelling up to form the timber yard <001-
002). Beneath this, layer's of coarse grained silt and crushed tile and 
brick (003/007) were removed to reveal a well laid stone surface (.008). The 
surface covered the width of the trench and continued into the northern 
section. Close examination revealed that in places the surface showed 
signs of having been repaired on more than one occasion. Towards the centre 
of the trench the surface comprised pieces of limestone, set on edge and 
mixed with some rounded flint cobbles. At the eastern and western corners 
of the trench the surface had been laid using similar flat limestone pieces 
however here they had been laid flat rather than on edge. On the west side 
of the trench the surface had been pierced by a pit (015). This feature 
contained two fills, but neither of these layers yielded any closely 
dateable material. It is difficult to suggest ,a precise date for the stone 
surface, the layers above it contain residua 1 pottery and domestic waste 
ranging in date from the 13th - 17th century. A plausible explanation might 
be that the surface formed part of a courtyard set, up against Hussey tower, 
and dating from the late 15th or early 16th century. 

In the western section of the trench traces of brickwork one and two 
"courses thick were noted during machining. These bricks, which lay directly 
.beneath the most recent levelling up for the timber yard, may be the 
remains of a boundary wall aligned oh the south-west, corner of the tower. 

Beneath these f eatures various silt deposits were found (feg. 02 1, 022, 066) 
These layers suggest sea-flooding and similar layers have been located 
during excavation in other fenland towns, notably Spalding.. There is some 
documentary evidence to substantiate this suggestion of post-medieval 
flooding ; in 1656 a committee was appointed to survey the tower and 
adjoining'grounds and reported that," they were much prejudiced by salt 
water,, which had overwhelmed the same, spoiled the pits , and injured the 
ground" (quoted in Plshey Thompson). 

A square bottomed linear feature cut into the silts at a depth of c. 1.25m 
from the surface (028). The feature ran the full length of the trench, 
north-south, and was f illed with fragments of brick,tile, mortar, bone and 
shell. It is1 difficult to suggest a function for this feature, however, it 
may have served as a simple drain or soak-away. The till of the feature, 
which may not relate to it's primary use, contained pottery of late 14th 
century date. Further down into the silts a second spread ot crushed ti-les 
was found measuring; c 2rn x 1. 5m when exposed. 

At a depth of c. 2m from the present ground J.eve! the top of a l arge arid 
completely unexpected feature was located <056>. Il was only possible to 
investigate part of this f ea t ure, but it won Id appear to r epr esent either a 
massive man-made ditch, or else the remains of a former tidal creek running 
north-south across the site. On excavation the layers filling the feature 
were found to be waterlogged and anaerobic, capable of preserving wood and 
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leather. The soles of two leather shoes were recovered, in addition to 
several hundred wood chips and shavings, suggesting that woodworking may 
have taken place nearby. 

Most of the wood shavings were found in a single band running east-west 
along the side of the feature, as if they had been washed up along a high 
water mark. Pottery and a copper alloy brooch recovered from the feature 
suggest that it may have silted up, or been intentionally backfilled in the 
late 13th or early 14th century. 

Trench 2 

(Fig. 7, plan of brick footings) 

Here, as in Trench I, the upper levels comprised layers resulting from 
levelling up beneath the tfmber yard. At a depth of c. 0. 85m from the 
surface, the first of a series of brick footings was exposed, see plan 
In total five stretches of brickwork were uncovered, butting up against one 
another. The 1 irnitated area excavated means that is dif fi-cu.lt to form an 
opinion as to the nature of the building or buildings associated with these 
footings, however, some simple stratigraphic observations can be made. In 
all, the five footings probably represent three different structural 
phases. The first phase of activity involved footing (125) in association 
with (132). Following this-, footing (129) was added and finally footings 
(109) and (115) were inserted. It is difficult to assign a date to any of 
these phases and interpretation is hindered by the absence of foundation 
trenches containing dateable finds. The position of the footings, close to 
the Skirbeck Road frontage, does however correspond with the recorded 
position of Hussey Hall:, demolished in the late 18th century . 

In the northern half of trench 2 a small rubbish pit was noted (141). 
'A shallow gully (118) filled with limestone, ran roughly north-south 
across the trench from (115), dipping to the north. The removal of the 
brick footings revealed a large cut feature , containing a fill of light 
brown silt (166"). This feature had a flat bottom and appears to have cut 
through two wooden stakes when it was dug;, a 'third wooden stake outside the 
cut. of the feature remained intact. Apart from making the obvious comment 
that the wooden stakes ' 168, 170:) predate c. 166) little more can be said 
about their likely date or purpose. 

Towards the base of the trench a layer of patchy clay, (H-^) was found to 
contain charcoal and much evidence of burning. This layer had been badly 
disturbed in the past by root action.A second layer CI57V, only visible in 
a cutting made as a sump, comprised a thin band of peat. This may well 
result from a time when the si.te was more low lying and marshy and prone to 
frequent flooding. 

Trench 3 

This proved to be rather unproductive. After removing a depth of c. I. 4m of 
overburden with the mechanical excavator no discernible archaeological 
layers or features had been noted. The west facing section was cleaned and 
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drawn, revealing Few layers of any interest. A machine sondage was then 

taken down to a further depth of c. 2. 8m from present ground level, and this 

struck undisturbed blue-grey clay subsoil at a depth of c. 2.5m. 

Trench 4 

(Fig. 8. north facing section) 

Trench ^ was positioned to locate and examine a section of the Barditch, 
and in particular to recover traces of the earliest ditch and .it's fills. 
In the event this proved to be impossible, since, the length of brick 
conduit exposed was found to serve as a live drain, collecting run off from 
the timberyard sheds. After consultation w.i. t h the Site Architect it was 
decided not to at tempt to dismantle the conduit, completely. Despite this 
apparent set back some useful information was gained. The construction of 
the conduit was found to differ markedly from sections exposed elsewhere 
in the town. The length of" pipe crossing the timber yard was found to be 
round in section, and built entirely of brick. At other locations around 
the town the conduit is typically constructed of a mixture of brick and 
stone and often flat bottomed with vertical sides and a brick vault. 
It appears, therefore, that the section of Barditch crossing the timberyard 
has been re-routed, perhaps within the past 130 years. 

When this replacement conduit was constructed, perhaps in advance of the 
first timberyard being built, it was placed in. a large channel. The 
deposits surrounding the conduit, contained a mixture of residual medieval 
and post medieval pottery, suggesting that any previous stratification had 
been removed and inverted, 

Whilst searching for the Barditch the mechanical excavator uncovered traces 
of a brick wall (325)in the northern part of the trench. The foundation 
.trench for this wa.1.1 cut i.n to the hack;f'i J .1 ov e r 1 yl ng the condui t, 
indicating a recent origin. The building had been hullt tight against the 
line of the Barditch,, presumably to maximise use of space. Some care had. 
been exercised in setting the foundat ions; for most of their length they 
were cut to a depth of 0,6m , but. in the Loose ground beside the Barditch 
they had been extended to c. 1. 4m, and founded upon a substantial cut storve 
block. 

Trench 5 

(Fig. 9, east facing section) 

This trench was placed in one of the few open spaces available for 
excavation on the South End frontage. In all the trench reached a depth in 
excess of c. 2m, but did not recover any traces of the hoped for riverside 
structures. Underneath the tarmac and hardcore layers of the timberyard 
various deposits of silt and rubble were found. In the south west corner o.f 
the trench, at a depth of c. lm the edge of an i.rregular spread of 
limestones was uncovered (410). As with the limestone surface described in 
trench 1 (008), most of the stones appear to have been set on edge. 

The most interesting feature examined in this trench was a large cut 

feature (423). This ran from east to west across the length of the trench 
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and was filled with various .black/grey clays (425- 428). The clays were 
water retentive and contained preserved wood and leather. Pottery from 
this feature can be dated to the 14th century. The general appearance of 
this feature was highly reminiscent of the wet layers examined in trench 1 
however, it would be unwise to draw any more detailed comparisons as the ' 
feature was only partially excavated. It was possible to establish that the 
feature had dimensions of at least c. 1.5m north-south and r. 4m'east-we-t 
it was thus l a r g e enough to be either a csss pit, or even a ditrh. A second 
cut feature ran parallel to this feature slightly further north, but this 
was not excavated. 

i 
I 

Other information about South End. 

Engineering holes 

During the evaluation Mr, Andrew Pearson , a' Mechanical Engineer, of Brian 
Cole Associates visited the site. Mr, Pearson employed a mechanical 
excavator to dig two deep holes beneath the timber yard; this was in order 
that he might make an assessment of the underlying soil conditions on the 
site. 
X 

EH 1 C See Fig.5 for location) 

This hole was dug to a depth of c. 2m and disturbed a black fibrous layer 
containing preserved leather, wood and pottery of 14th and 15th century 
date. > 

EH 2 C See Fig;. 5 for location) 

The second trial hole, was extended to a depth of 4m , but this time the 
section contained only featureless silt and clay . No artefacts were found. 

Information from Mr. Derek Meeds. 

Mr." Derek Meeds also visited the site during the evaluation and provided 
some useful information concerning previous archaeological discoveries. 

As a former employee of the timber yard, with a keen interest in local 
history, Mr. Meeds had himself attempted a small excavation on site in the 
1960s. The precise location of his trench is now uncertain, however, he 
recalls it as being approximately half way between Hussey tower and 
Skirbeck Road, placed up against the rear fence of the timberyard. The 
trench revealed evidence of a large pit or ditch and contained pottery 
dated to the 14th century (See Fig. 10, No 2 

Mr. Meeds also recalls the discovery, reported to him by colleagues, of up 
to three human burial?? within the yard. It is thought that the burials were 
disturbed whilst erecting the timber shed nearest to Skirbeck Road, in the 
late 1960s. 
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Recommendations for Watching Brief (See Fig. 10") 

The evaluation has demonstrated the existence of stratified late medieval 
deposits under much of the timber yard. In general it appears that the land 
has been levelled up and drained since the insertion of the Barditch, in 
the mid or late 12 Kh century,- It seems unlikely that any 12th century 
deposits associated with the ditch remain undisturbed, however, several of 
the evaluation trenches and observation holes have recovered stratified 
late 13th and 14 t.h century layers. This phase of activity, which seems to 
have involved much ditch digging, or at least the utilisation of natural 
water courses, perhaps as a means of land reclamation, may reflect the 
establishment of the Augustinian and Franciscan friaries nearby. A second 
phase of activity, in the.. 15th and 16th century may have been prompted by 
the construction of Hus^ey tower. 

The results of the evaluation trenches have already been discussed and the 
depth of sign!fleant fe?hires shown. Figure 10 attempts to bring together 
other information about the site and indicates some areas where further 
finds are likely to be made during eacthrnoving or the digging, of deep 
foundations; 

1. Outbui 1 dings/yards associated with Husse.y tower (15th/' 16th cent.) 

2. Medieval pits or ditch ( 13th/14th cent, ) 

3. Roman sherds found in garden; but. these may have been redeposited from 
the area of the school playing field. 

4. Hussey Hall and outbuildings ( 16th - 18th cent ?) 

5. Large pond, visible on photograph c. 1900 

6. Marshy ground, made- up, evidence for medieval dumping? (13th/14th 
cent. > 

7. Channel of Barditch - slight chance of traces of early ditch and 
deposits ( 12 th/J 3th cent.) 

8. Extent of friary burial ground uncertain, may extend beneath South End 
site. 

9. Large ditch or natural creek.; may cross site and drain into Barditch, or 
river, late 13th cent; or earlier. 
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